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Abstract 

Agriculture plays an important role in the Indian economy, therefore early 
prediction of plant diseases will help in increasing the productivity of crops thereby 
contributing to the economy’s growth. However, Manual identification of diseases in 
plants at every stage is very difficult since it involves huge manpower and requires 
extensive knowledge about plants. Multi disease patterns and pest identification can 
be automated using computer vision and deep learning techniques and by observing 
the controlled environmental parameters. Using, Internet of things the model can 
continuously monitor the temperature, humidity and water levels. 
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I.    Introduction 

Plant diseases are caused by Parasitic and Non-parasitic elements 
[XXXVIII].The Parasitic elements are diseases, caused by biological factors that 
affect the growth of plants. These are classified into three categories namely; 
Pathogen, Pests, and Weed.  

i. A Pathogen is a microorganism that can cause disease in the plant. This is 
further divided into Viral, Bacterial, Fungal, and Chromista.   

ii. Pests are the destructive insects that can attack the crops in the field. These 
are further divided into Mites, Slugs, Mammals, and Rodents. 

iii. Weeds are unwanted plants in the field. These are classified into Monocots 
and Dicots.     

The major task in increasing the productivity of the plants is to identify the 
correct disease at an early stage and take precautions accordingly. The productivity of 
the system increases by developing an intelligent decision supporting system. Using 
image processing techniques with deep learning, we can capture the images of plants 
and can detect the diseases. Plants suffer from three types of diseases, namely 
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Bacterial, Fungal and Viral diseases. Different diseases have different symptoms. The 
following table details a few bacterial diseases and theirsymptoms [XIV](The images 
are taken from planetnatural.com) 

Bacterial Disease Classification 

Table 1: Few Bacterial diseases  

Disease Name 
Leaf Image Symptoms Plant Affected 

Leaf Spot 

 

1. The major symptom 
for leaf spot is spots on 
foliage. 
2. These appear as 
brownish in color  

Shade trees and 
Ornamentals 

Fire Blight 

 

1. The infected plant 
tip will rapidly turn 
into brown or black.  
2. The leaves die but 
do not drop off  

Apple, Pears and 
other members of 
the rose family   

Bacterial Blight 

 

1. The disease 
symptoms are observed 
as brown spots on the 
margins. 
2. Generally, plants are 
infected with these 
types of diseases in the 
early stage with yellow 
color spots. 

Jasmine, grape, 
beans, tomato, 
kiwi 

Canker 

 

This enlarges  a twig  
or branch by killing the 
foliage beyond it 

All the plants that 
belong to a citrus 
family like lemon, 
grape  

Wilt 

 

The leaf turns into 
yellow in color 

Tomato, cotton, 
and watermelon 

Scabs 

 

1. The scab spots 
appear as sunken and 
tan 
2. The centers of the 
scab will develop into 
velvety spores  

Potato, cereals, 
tomato, cucumber 
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The Non-parasitic elements are water, temperature, radiation, and nutrients. These are 
also known as disorders, which are occurred due to environmental conditions. 
Generally, these types of conditions will not have any symptoms. The deficiency in 
these elements can be detected using sensors like soil moisture sensor, temperature 
and humidity sensor (DTH11), MQ4 gas sensor, MQ7 Sensor. The readings obtained 
by these sensors are sent as a notification to the mobile app if they don’t meet the 
requirements of the threshold values using NODEMCU (ESP8266) WIFI component 
[XXI].  

 

a. Soil Moisture Sensor        b. DHT11        c. MQ4 Gas Sensor    d. NODEMCU 

Fig. 1: Few Sensors used for disease detection and communication. 

II. Related Concepts 

Image Preprocessing 

Preprocessing is a technique to enhance the quality of the image and suppress 
the unwanted data from the image. The preprocessing technique plays an important 
role in improving the accuracy and efficiency of the system.  

i. A Color is a powerful tool in image processing which can easily identify or 
extract the object from an image [VI]. The traditional color model i.e. RGB 
has few disadvantages. So to overcome this problem, it is better to convert 
the images into linear transformations viz.  XYZ, CIELAB, HSV and HIS.  

ii. The main purpose of image cropping is to extract the RoI (Region of Interest) 
from an image. The three issues to be considered while cropping the image 
are: finding the minimal rectangular window, maintaining a fixed aspect ratio 
of the rectangle, allowing to find multiple rectangular windows [XII]. 

iii. Image contrast is defined as the process of calculating the difference between 
the maximum and minimum pixel intensity. Image contrast can be done in 
two ways: Histogram Stretching can increase the contrast of an image and 
Histogram equalization can enhance the contrast of an image. In the latest 
trend, contrast and resolution problems are addressed by using the 
combination of super resolution and contrast enhancement techniques [XIX].  

iv. During the image capture from digital cameras, an image can be suffered 
from noise, which is defined as exhibiting different intensity values than the 
true value. The most three common noises that can occur in an image are 
impulsive noise, additive noise and multiplicative noise [IX]. The best way to 
remove the noise is usage of filters  
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v. Blurring is a process to smooth [XXXIII] the images. In plants, while 
capturing the images, it mostly suffers from motion blur. This can be 
eliminated usingthe interpolation mechanism. The algorithm pre-processing 
techniques for the detection of blurred images are used to analyze the 
variance in the images. 

Segmentation 

The process of dividing the image into different regions based on interest is 
known as “Segmentation”. It splits the image into linear structures and curves. Major 
applicationsof segmentation are object recognition and compression. The four 
popular mechanisms are Region based segmentation, Edge Detection segmentation, 
Clustering based segmentation and Segmentation based on weakly supervised 
learning [XLIII].  

Feature Extraction 

The features of the image are extracted for image classification and 
recognition. The major aim of feature extraction is to obtain more relevant 
information from the image. Nowadays, the features can be automatically extracted 
by using deep learning models like Histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), Speeded-
up robust features (SURF), Local binary patterns (LBP), HAAR Wavelets and color 
histograms. We can also improve the feature selection by using Ensemble learning 
models [XX]rather than the traditional image processing methods because the 
traditional algorithms suffer from uncertainty and inconsistency.Three types of 
attributes can be extracted from an image:Texture, Shape,  and Color.  

i. Texture Features 
The texture features extraction can be done in various approaches [I]. 

 

Fig. 2: Classification of Texture feature 

ii. Shape Features 

The shape of an image can be extracted either by using region based methods 
or contour based methods [XXXII].  In contour based method, it uses 4 shape 
descriptors namely:  

i. Fourier descriptors, which is mainly used for character recognition.   
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ii.  Curvature scale space descriptor, it analyzes one dimensional boundary in a 
single space. 

iii. Angular radial transform is a two dimensional shape descriptor, which 
represents a moment description of an image. 

iv. Image Moments, an invariant feature that is widely used in object recognition 
tasks. 

 
iii. Color Features: 

Colors are an important feature of visual representation. The methods for 
extracting color features from the image are: 

i. Color histogram: It is a global descriptor which analyses the statistical color 
frequency of an image. All the color bins frequency distribution is represented 
using this method. 

ii. Histogram intersection: It is a global descriptor which calculates the minimum 
value when a pair of histograms is given with k bins. The main advantage of 
this method is robust to geometrical modifications. 

iii. Color histogram for K-means: The K-means clustering algorithm is used to 
segment the color pixels. 

iv. Color Correlogram: It is a spatial correlation of color changes with concerning 
distance change. 

v. Color co-occurrence matrix: It calculates the probability of the same color 
pixel, by subtracting the adjacent pixels    

vi. Chromaticity: In this mechanism, only a small set of features which represent 
spectral content will be stored. 

Classification 

The process of labeling the images to the predefined categories is known as 
“Classification”. The image classification can be done either by using supervised 
machine learning algorithms or unsupervised machine learning algorithms. The 
recent trends state that the supervised or unsupervised algorithm in combination with 
genetic algorithms will yield better results. A Supervised algorithm is the process of 
finding the labels of test data based on the tagging available for trained data. The 
supervised machine [X] learning algorithms are linear regression, nearest neighbors, 
decision trees and support vector machine. An Unsupervised algorithmis the process 
of labeling the data without any prior knowledge.  

i. Linear Classifier 

Linear Classifier is a process in which classification takes place by dividing 
the feature space, which is known as object characteristics, into a collection of 
regions that are labeled according to their target values. These classifiers are mainly 
used for document classification. They appear in two forms, first one is based on 
conditional density function, this includes naïve bayes [VII] and LDA algorithms. 
The Second one is based on discriminative models; this includes logistic regression. 
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ii. Kernel Estimators 
This is used to estimate the random variable probability density function in a 

nonparametric way. K- Nearest Neighbor algorithm is the best example of this 
category, which is popularly used in both classification and regression. It findssimilar 
things based on the distance in its neighborhood.  

iii. Support Vector Machine 

The major task of the SVM algorithm is to find the best hyperplane that can 
divide the dimensional space. This can be achieved by choosing the maximum 
margin. The maximum margin is obtained by finding the nearest points to it. The type 
of the SVM function is based on the kernel function chosen. The kernel function 
plays an important role in building the high dimensional feature space.  

 

Fig. 3: Types of Classifications 

iv. Decision Trees 

This is a graph based algorithm, which is constructed with the help of an 
algorithm by identifying the best split dataset conditions. The main aim of this 
algorithm is to predict the target value with simple rules, it is observed from the data 
features. It is best known decision system [XI]. 

v. Neural Networks 

It is a computational learning system that translates one form of input into 
another form of output by using a network of functions.  The major components of 
neural networks are:   
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i. Convolutional layer: It converts pixels into dot products by using the set of 
learnable filters. Each pixel represents a neuron. 

ii. Activation functions [XXIV]:These are used to learn features from the 
images. These can determine the output, accuracy, and efficiency of the 
system. These are connected to every neuron in the model and they decide the 
status of the neuron. In deep learning mechanisms, we have 3 linear and 7 
nonlinear activation functions. 

iii. Pooling Layer: It is used to reduce the spatial representation of the feature 
space that is obtained as the output from the convolutional layer. It can be 
achieved by three approaches i.e. max-pooling, mean-pooling and random 
pooling.  

Performance Measures 

The models developed should be evaluated. Various parameters can evaluate 
the model. The performance measures are evaluated based on the confusion matrix.  
The model evaluates Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1Score, ROC Curve 

 

Fig.4: System Architecture for Image Processing 

III.     Literature Review 

Various authors had applied various techniques to identify diseases in the 
plants. This section elaborates a few authors’ techniques: 

Shuli Xing [XL] developed a simple and effective convolution neural network(CNN) 
to identify pests and leaf diseases by increasing the cross channel operation and by 
adapting feature reuse. The paper addresses the overfitting problem thatoccurred due 
to the usage of ImageNet dataset. It resolves the problem by: a) creating an image 
dataset of pests and diseases in citrus plants. b) Designing a light weight neural 
network to recognize types of pests and leaf diseases, to extract features it takes the 
entire feature map as input and a DenseNet is employed to reduce the number of input 
features in a dense block. Finally, a network is constructed   to improve parameter 
utilization. c) Developing a novel data augmentation method to reduce the similarity 
between the images, it includes combination of any three operations namely, rotation, 
width shift, height shift, shear, zoom, and horizontal flip.Aitor Gutierrez[III] 
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suggested a comparative study for pest detection and identification using a machine 
learning based approach and deep learning based approach. In this study an infected 
tomato dataset is considered as a case study and a popular computer vision library 
known as “HALCON” is used to detect and identify pests on plants. In machine 
learning based approach the entire process is divided into two steps namely pest 
detection and pest classification. In pest detection step: firstly it checks the quality of 
the images, then it does background subtraction and finally, different pests are 
identified using a feature extraction algorithm. In pest classification step: either by 
using KNN or by Using MLP, the process extracts some model features and decides 
whether it is a pest or not. In deep learning based approach tensorflowlibrary is 
selected for the entire process. 

Pantazi, X.E. [XXXIV] designed a one class classifier to identify the diseases in the 
plants. In this approach, image segmentation with HSV transformation is done first to 
find the region of interest and subtract the background from the image. Then, the 
Local binary patterns process is defined for texture analysis and pixel labelling. One 
class classification is used to find the target class and outliers, OCSVM is used for 
conflict resolution and finally, nearest support vector strategy is applied to find the 
labels according to the proximity. Eftekhar Hossain [XVIII] proposed colour and 
texture based approach for detecting and classifying plant leaf disease using KNN. 
The process is divided into two phases: In the first phase i.e., training phase there are 
6 stages namely a. image acquisition:  The images are collected from Arkansas 
andReddit-plant leaf disease b. colour space conversion: All the RGB colour images 
are converted into lab colourspace. The chromaticity layer will provide colour 
information about different axes. c. colour segmentation: the segmentation is done by 
finding the similarity of pixels based on the Euclidean distance. In this paper, the 
KNN algorithm assumed k value as 3 to segment red, green and blue regions. d. 
Disease detection using morphology: Along with morphological operations, dilation 
and erosion are applied to the binary image for separating the affected part from a 
leaf. Dilation is used to remove the noise from the image. e. Feature Extraction: From 
the segmented image, six features are extracted like mean, standard deviation, energy, 
contrast, homogeneity, and correlations. f. classification: using KNN classifier, the 
plant diseases are classified into 5 classes. It finds the class labels of unknown data by 
the maximum voting policy. In the second phase i.e., testing phase, unlabeled leaf 
images are given and the algorithm finds the k nearest data points. 

S. Poornima [II] presented a Multi-SVM classifier for plant disease identification. In 
this study, pre-processing is done by subtracting the background from the image, 
applying the filter to remove noise in the image. During the segmentation process, the 
Sobel edge detector finds the number of edges and boundaries. Color based 
segmentation with the help of K-means clustering determines the diseased region. 
From the segmented region, Hough transform extracts the shape of affected leaf 
spots. Finally, on the extracted features multi-SVM classifier is built by training the 
images on the dataset. S. Anubha Pearline [XXXV] proposed a model on plant 
species identification and type of diseases by considering the shape as a classifying 
object. The texture information is extracted by local binary patterns and haralick 
methods. Shape features are extracted using Hu moments. A deep learning CNN 
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model is developed by training on theImageNet dataset, the model assumed the pre-
trained model weights as initial weights and using various classification algorithms 
like LDA, LR and so on the model predicted the plant. 

Vippon Preet Kour [XXVI] designed a model to identify the various diseases in 
apple based on fuzzy rule-based classification. The model used blob analysis to 
extract features and to find the region of interest. During classification, it uses a 
trapezoidal membership function to detect the condition of the plant (Poor, Average, 
Good, and Excellent).Marko Arsenovi c[V] focused on developing a plant disease 
identification system based on real time environment rather than using the 
PlantVillage dataset to increase the accuracy of the system in the real world. This 
work collected the healthy and diseased leaves from the field in various environments 
with a wide variety of plants labeled manually. Using two types of augmentation 
techniques namely traditional and GANs they produced syntactic data. To identify 
diseases in the plant, they designed a two stage object detector algorithm. In the first 
stage, the regional proposal finds the location of candidates. In the second stage using 
various neural network architecture like YOLOv3, SSD training has been given by 
splitting the dataset. 

Jayasankar [XLII] defined deformable algorithms for identifying diseases in wheat 
plants. The images are converted into different colour spaces. The images are 
segmented using a canny edge filter, the main advantage of the canny edge filter is it 
produces better results and the features are extracted by the K-means clustering 
algorithm. The statistical patterns are obtained by the principal component analysis. 
Saraansh Baranwal [VIII] developed a system to identify the diseases in apple 
leaves. The system is developed using the GoogLeNet CNN architecture, the main 
advantage of this system is it is available in inception modules. The dataset consists 
of three disease classes and one healthy class. In this system, the augmentation of 
data is taken care of by Keras library. Images are normalized by subtracting the mean 
and dividing with standard deviation. New images are generated by a predefined 
function in keras, which performs simple transformation operations. This system 
contains four layers in which two are convolutional layers that are operated on the 
basis of ReLu activation function and maxpool layer. The remaining two layers are 
fully connected. The output layer neurons are used for the classification of the image.   

Abhishek Dey[XV] developed an automated multi-class classification of beetle pests. 
In this paper, the entire process is divided into 4 stages. They are a. Preprocessing: In 
this, all the images should be of the same size if no, they are resized to a fixed size. 
The noise in the image is removed by using a Gaussian filter and finally, the quality 
of the image is improved by contrast enhancement technique. b. Segmentation: 
segmentation aims to find the region of interest. The exact location of the insect is 
automatically detected with the help of a modified K-means clustering algorithm. The 
main aim of the K-means clustering algorithm is to classify the colors and based on 
these k number of images are generated to find the diseased segment. c. Feature 
Extraction: The text features are extracted from the statistical method i.e., GLCM, a 
probabilistic texture feature and a total of 24 features are extracted by measuring the 
difference between two different gray levels. d. Classification: A supervised machine 
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learning algorithm known as SVM is used to classify 12 classes. The kernel function 
will create an optimal hyper plane and divide the entire data points into positive 
classes and negative classes.    

Siddharth Singh Chouhan [XIII] designed the BRBFNN network for the 
identification and classification of plant diseases. In this novel approach, for feature 
extraction, region growing algorithm is used. This technique initially starts with a set 
of seeds and these seeds rapidly increase by covering the adjacency locations. The 
regions can be identified by either by using 4-neihborhood or 8-neighborhood. For 
training the network, bacterial foraging optimization is implemented. It includes four 
steps namely, chemo taxis, swarming, reproduction, dispersal, and elimination. The 
neural network with three layers: input, hidden and output layer. The hidden layer 
radial basis as activation function along with radial kernel function. The output layer 
compromises of linear neurons; with the help of this network segmentation is 
performed.  

Ziaur Rahman [XXXVI] designed a framework for fast automatic image cropping 
based on deep saliency map detection and Gaussian filter. In this model, a saliency 
map with maximum and minimum rectangle window is used to detect the region of 
interest. Gaussian filter is implemented to smoothen the image and extract the 
information from the image 

Melike Sardogan [XXX] developed a system based on CNN and LVQ algorithm. 
Learning Vector Quantization  is a heuristic algorithm, which consists of 3 layers. 
Input layers collect the information and each neuron represents a class. The reference 
vector helps in finding the learning mechanism , which represents the similarity 
between the values. Rutu Gandhi [XXXVII] used an augmented approach to 
identify the diseases in the plant. The training of the model is taken care of by 
DCGAN, to achieve a good accuracy rate. The Inspection model helps in selecting 
the best convolution. It was trained on ImageNetdatabase. The second type of 
architecture developed is MobileNet, to avoid the heavy computation problems that 
are occurred in inspection models. In this, the first layer is fully connected, it is 
completely normalized and ReLu function can identify the non-linearity. The 
Softmax pooling layer can classify the diseases.  

Konstantinos P. Ferentinos [XV] compared five different CNN architectures with 
the help of Torch framework and training algorithms were implemented in GPUs of 
an NVIDIA. The dataset is divided into training and test. All the models are trained 
with different parameters. The Learning rate is achieved using annealing schedule 
starting from 0.01 to 0.001 within 20 epochs. After the successful completion of 
epochs, the data is classified more accurately than the others. Shanwen Zhang 
[XXXIX] discussed color based CNN architecture to identify plant disease. TCNN 
model is proposed in this paper, by integrating different color components. The main 
advantage of this system is, it can automatically learn the high end features for 
performing classification.  The system consists of three fully connected layers with 
different colors, asoftmax layer, and an output layer. The dropout normalization 
function is applied for eliminating the overfitting problem. The ReLu activation helps 
in finding the non-linearity in properties. The major component in this system is 
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discrete information to the backpropagation algorithm, which can increase the 
recognition rate and also reduces the intra-class distance problem.    

Sukhvir Kaur [XXII] discussed various reviews conducted on plant disease systems 
and the techniques involved in them. It mainly focused on the limitations of 
availability systems. Most of the available systems failed in training the datasets 
correctly. So it is better to design hybrid adaptive systems. It also suggested that stage 
based disease detection will increase the productivity of crops.Juncheng Ma 
[XXVIII] discussed a decision based segmentation method for identifying foliar 
disease. A decision tree was built using classification and regression algorithm with a 
feature subset, in which the features are selected by a person’s rank correlations. The 
tree was optimized using the pruning mechanism, which is done through pixel by 
pixel classification.    

Yang Lu [XXVII] designed a system for rice disease identification using a deep 
convolution neural network. The main purpose of this system is to early identification 
of disease because CNN are the best resources for pattern recognition. In this system, 
a hierarchical architecture containing three layers is proposed. The first layer is used 
to extract the low level features like edges, lines, and corners. The other two layers 
are used to extract high level features and the activation functions are sigmoid and 
tanh. The Stochastic pooling layer used in this model can find the maximum value of 
a specific feature. The main advantage of this layer avoids overfitting. In this layer 
first it computes the probabilities for all the possible regions, and then a particular 
region is computed using multinomial distribution. Finally, soft max regression 
activation function is applied to the solve multi-class classification problems. The 
training is done in stages with the help of the gradient descent algorithm. During the 
first stage i.e., feed forward phase the training is done for different classes with 
different patterns. During the second stage, i.e., backpropagation phase using 
recurrence function the model is trained with back propagated error from the higher 
layer to the lower layer.  

TallhaAkram [IV] suggested surveillance for disease classification. In this system, 
the image is transformed into three color space namely Luminance chrominancecolor 
space for efficiently separating the color and light components, YCrCb and HSV. 
Image enhancement is done with the help of contrast stretching because it mainly 
enhances the foreground color channels. Then it processed using a sobel edge filter 
for finding the gradients with fixed size kernel and a cumulated weighted gray value 
is computed for all the blocks. The segmentation is performed with Otsu thresholding 
along with dilation and erosion is performed. The entire model is constructed by 
designing a parallel architecture known as ANoC. Alessandro dos Santos Ferreira 
[XVI] discussed weed detection using neural networks. The texture features are 
extracted by gray level co-occurance matrix. The frequencies obtained by this method 
will represent relation and distance between the neighboring pixels. This method can 
extract 36 features of the images. The shape is extracted using a Histogram of 
oriented Gradients algorithm and the color is extracted using local binary patterns. 
The classification is done using the convolution neural network. The training for this 
neural network is given by famous architecture known as “CaffeNet”. It is developed 
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using a superpixel segmentation algorithm. The algorithm groups the pixels based on 
their color similarity and spatial proximity. The parameter for the algorithm is a 
number of super pixels that can be segmented into the same size. Finally, the results 
are evaluated by comparing with various classifiers like a combination of 
Adaboostand C4.5, Random Forest and SVM.   

Aboul Ella Hassanien [XVII] proposed a moth flame algorithm for automatically 
detecting the diseases. Gabor filter can efficiently extract the texture features, which 
is a product of cosine and Gaussian functions. In this paper, for minimizing the 
feature subset, this is achieved by moth flame based rough set attribute reduction in 
combination with SVM. The main advantage of this method requires minimal prior 
knowledge. Everton CastelaoTetila [XLI] suggested segmentation based Simple 
Linear Iterative Clustering  to detect different diseases in soybean. The algorithm 
generates regions known as super pixels. The algorithm controls the shape and size of 
super pixels by adjusting the parameters. Each super pixel can be classified into 
various classes. In this paper, the color features are extracted using color statistics. 
The textures are extracted using GLCM and local binary patterns. The shape of the 
image is extracted with Hue’s moment and central moment. The classifications of the 
images are done using various classifiers like Adaboost, J48, Sequential minimal 
optimization. DhimanMondal [XXIX] discussed soft computing with image 
processing techniques to identify disease symptoms in leaf images. The Pearson 
correlational coefficient, which is a statistical parameter to measure relation between 
to variables, is used to identify the key features depending on the image. In this, the 
feature class correlation value of each feature is calculated. The values which are 
greater than the specified threshold value are selected as dominating feature set. The 
crucial element in this paper is image gradation to extract the features. This can be 
done as follows: 1. Structuring element was selected to perform morphological 
operations 2. Bottom hat transformation is applied to the gray scale image to extract 
the external boundary. 3. Top hat transformation is applied to obtain the internal 
boundary. 4. Calculation of both transformations to get the final gray scale image. 5. 
Finally, compare the gray scale image with the original image. The disease is 
identified with Naïve Bayesian classifier with entropy based discretization. The 
classifier calculates the entropy for each potential spilt of the bin. The split with the 
highest entropy gain is selected. This process continues until the termination 
condition is satisfied. On the selected splits, the K-means clustering algorithm is 
applied and posterior probability is calculated to identify the class label name.   

Ehsan Kiani [XXIII] presented an experimental model to detect diseases in the plant 
using color processing detection algorithms and fuzzy logic classification algorithm. 
In this paper, the fungal diseases are identified by filling the holes of the binary image 
of green pixel and then subtraction is performed over the binary image and then 
finally, pixel matching is performed to identify whether it is a healthy plant or 
infected plant. The fuzzy classification algorithm is used to identify the type of 
disease. The number of green pixel images and the number of matched pixels 
between red and green were supplied as input to the fuzzy logic algorithm and the 
mean value is calculated to find the type of disease. R.P.Narmadha [XXXI] 
proposed an image processing method to identify the paddy plant diseases. In this, all 
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the images are converted into gray scale image, and then the noise in the images is 
removed using the K-means clustering algorithm. The shape of the image is extracted 
using object pixel count. To check whether a plant is infected or not, the author used 
the SVM classification algorithm. If it is infected, the type of the disease is identified 
using the ANN algorithm. 

IV.   Conclusion  

Some of the diseases can be identified with naked eyes at early stages while a 
few take some time to identify. This type of detection based on observation is time 
taking process and decreases the productivity of crops. So, to solve this problem 
image processing plays an important role in the detection of diseases. In the olden 
days, traditional approaches have been implemented, but in recent years computer 
vision with deep learning techniques has gained a lot of improvement in classifying 
the diseases at a faster rate at the early stages of the plant life cycle. In this paper, we 
have studied various plant disease detection systems that have been developed in 
recent years. During this study, we have identified that some important factors are to 
be concentrated on designing a detection system.  

i. Most of the authors developed their system either based on the standard 
dataset known as “PlantVillage” or they implemented based on the 
predefined architectures. All the images are taken from a controlled 
environment, but in real situation, external factors like lightening conditions, 
angle of the capturing devices and other factors will impact the quality of the 
image.  

ii. The quality of the images also determines the accuracy of the system. Noisy 
images adversely impact the system.  

iii. The selection of image processing techniques during preprocessing and 
segmentation plays a crucial part in the development process. Lack of 
technical knowledge may lead to choosing the wrong algorithm.  

iv. Deep learning algorithms requirea huge amount of time for performing 
operations. The processing speed must also be taken into consideration.  
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